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Euler analysis in 3-D can be interactively coupled with 2-D boundary-layer solvers to 
improve accuracy. Such coupling requires a method to interpolate the boundary layer prop-
erties between the 2-D solution strips onto the entire 3-D surface model. An advanced elliptic 
solver for propagating this boundary layer solution has been developed that exhibits im-
proved accuracy over traditional solvers. The new solver exploits the already available pres-
sure data from the Euler solver and the properties of  anisotropic diffusion to better interpo-
late the boundary-layer data. Results from applying this method on two geometries are pre-
sented and compared to both Navier-Stokes solutions and experimental data. The results are 
also compared to a previously implemented traditional solver in terms of the quality of the 
solution. Conclusions are drawn as to the accuracy and practical application of the method.

Nomenclature

α	
 angle of attack
CL	
 lift coefficient
CD	
 drag coefficient
CD,press	
 drag coefficient due solely to pressure
CD,visc	
 drag coefficient due solely to skin friction
M∞	
 freestream Mach number
ReMAC	
 freestream Reynolds number based on a mean aerodynamic chord
x/c	
 fractional location along the chord of a wing

I. Background
Cartesian Euler methods have advanced tremendously over the past decade[1-3] and provide significant advan-

tages over body-fitted structured and even unstructured mesh solvers. The ability to automatically generate quality 
meshes on arbitrarily complex geometries is perhaps the most remarkable advantage to the aircraft designer. Elimi-
nating the often tedious grid-generation process from the workflow dramatically increases efficiency and therefore 
productivity. This feature also allows for the successful application of Cartesian Euler methods in a multidisciplinary 
design optimization environment[4-6]. Figure 1 illustrates a typical Cartesian mesh used on the supersonic business 
jet discussed in reference [6]. Cartesian Euler methods have even been applied in the design of natural laminar flow 
wings.7 However, in all of these listed examples, the designs were optimized for supersonic flight where the Rey-
nolds numbers are very high and therefore the boundary layers are extremely thin. Consequently,  the viscous effects 
on the pressure distributions can be and are in fact neglected.

But this simplification is certainly not justified for subsonic flow and is not even reasonable for transonic flow 
where Reynolds number effects can be quite significant. Cartesian methods have not yet advanced to the point where 
accurate viscous solvers can be applied mainly because of the unwieldy size of the meshes that are required. How-
ever, in past decades when computer hardware was still severely limiting,  Euler and full potential methods were 
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often coupled with interactive boundary layer solvers to 
produce viscous simulations at a fraction of the cost of 
Navier-Stokes solutions[8-11]. A similar methodology has 
been successfully applied to the Cartesian Euler solver, 
Cart3D[1-2], which produces a relatively accurate viscous 
simulation method without sacrificing any of the tre-
mendous advantages of original methodology12.

For most interactive boundary-layer (IBL) methods, 
the boundary layer solution is computed only on 2‑D 
strips distributed onto the 3-D surface model. Of course, 
for a 3‑D solution, the boundary-layer properties must 
actually be computed over the entire surface of the 
model being analyzed. This requires an interpolation 
method to propagate the solution in between and beyond 
the 2‑D strip boundary-layer solutions. Traditionally this 
has been done by solving the diffusion equation. How-
ever, as the moniker of the equation naturally suggests, 
this method tends to smear out and diffuse any sharp 
features that may exist in the boundary layer, such as 
that which occurs at the foot of a strong shock. This pa-
per presents a new method which addresses this issue 
and consequently improves accuracy.

II. Methodology
The Cart3D-IBL12 solver follows the algorithm discussed above by first inserting 2‑D boundary layer solutions 

at various locations on the surface. The boundary layer thickness is then modeled in the Euler solver with a transpi-
ration boundary condition at the surface based on Lighthill’s relation13.  A second algorithm is then used to propagate 
the solution between these 2‑D strip solutions. The actual task performed is to interpolate and even extrapolate the 
transpiration mass flux over the entire surface given the transpiration flux on the 2‑D boundary layer cuts. A popular 
technique for doing so is to solve the isotropic diffusion equation over the entire surface using the boundary-layer 
solution strips as Dirichlet boundary conditions. Whereas at first such a method may not appear to be the simplest 
and most efficient approach, it is, in fact, a very elegant way to avoid any assumptions about the geometry on which 
the interpolation is performed.

This method is employed by both Potsdam11 in the AIRPLANE-IBL code and Aftosmis et al.14 with the first 
implementation of IBL in the Cart3D flow solver. The algorithm that solves the diffusion equation is commonly re-
ferred to as the “elliptic solver” since it involves solving a strictly elliptic differential equation. More specifically, 
the elliptic solver currently works on the triangulated mesh that acts as the surface boundary condition in the Cart3D 
flow solver. The solutions from the boundary layer strip solutions are 
first “seeded” into the appropriate cells in the triangulation and the 
elliptic solver then propagates this solution to all other cells on the 
surface, mimicking a full 3‑D boundary layer. An example seeded 
surface triangulation is shown in Figure 2; the red triangles indicate 
where the 2-D boundary layer solutions are computed while the ellip-
tic solver must interpolate the solution onto the blue triangles.

The elliptic solver first implemented by Aftosmis was quite fast 
and very robust. The solver used a triangle-based, point-implicit, 
successive over-relaxation scheme15 (from now on referred to as the 
OSPI solver for original solver, point-implicit). The solver was also 
adjusted to implicitly compress the geometry normal to the X-axis, 
which promoted increased diffusion rates in the Y and Z directions. 
For unswept wings, this geometric compression usually improves the 
quality of the interpolation in the spanwise direction.

The original elliptic solver worked by effectively averaging the 
value of each cell in the triangulation with the values of its neigh-
bors, with little regard to the topology or quality (orthogonality) of 
the mesh. Not including the mesh topology effects in the solver in-
troduces substantial error into the solution, especially when using 
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Figure 2.	
 Example of seeded initial condition 
for elliptic solver on the Onera M6 wing.

Figure 1.	
 Example Cartesian mesh on a full supersonic 
business jet configuration.



irregular (non-orthogonal) meshes. The mesh-dependency of this solver is illustrated in Figure 3. Using the original 
algorithm with no implicit compression,  the diffusion equation was solved on two different meshes of the same size 
and shape of cells but slightly different in structure. The red mesh in Figure 3 has diagonals edges in alternating di-
rections while the green mesh has all-parallel diagonals. The red mesh is more orthogonal in that more lines drawn 
between the centers of any two cells intersects the common edge perpendicularly.  The green mesh is less orthogonal 
and more biased. For both solutions, the boundary conditions are a low value constant (indicated by blue) at the 
outer boundaries and a point source of high value (indicated by red) at the center. The red mesh produces a good 
solution; the result is a nearly circular pattern of contours surrounding the point source. However,  the solution on the 
green mesh is heavily biased in the same direction as the bias of the mesh. This means the original elliptic solver 
algorithm as implemented obtains significantly different solutions in the Cart3D-IBL solver for the same geometry 
but different triangulations. To eliminate this grid dependence, a new solver for the diffusion equation was imple-
mented as discussed below.

A.  The SUSHI Solver
The SUSHI16 (Scheme Using Stabilization and Hybrid Interfaces) methodology has been developed over the 

past decade to solve the isotropic/anisotropic heat propagation equation. This solver is fully described in refer-
ence [16], and only the barycentric version used in the Cart3D-IBL solver is briefly discussed here. This solver is 
based on the variational formulation of the anisotropic elliptic problem, and is dedicated to find the minimum value 
of the energy in the continuous setting. Similarly as with a finite element method, a discrete space of functions is 
introduced. A quadratic discrete expression for the energy is then defined for each discrete function, and the numeri-
cal method consists in minimizing this energy which leads to the resolution of a linear system. The originality of the 
SUSHI methodology is that the degrees of freedom are located at the so-called center of the cells, instead of the ver-
tices of the mesh. This enables the coupling of this method with any cell-centered scheme, such as finite volume 
schemes for hyperbolic problems.

The method assumes that the domain to be analyzed is gridded by any polyhedral mesh (examples of triangular 
meshes are provided in this paper). For each cell,  a point is defined as its center, which is somewhat arbitrary: it can 
be the isobarycenter of the cell, but it might also be chosen as a different point in the cell. The method then provides 
an accurate representation of the continuous solution at this point. The discrete space of functions contains all the 
piecewise constant functions in the cells. Such discrete functions are not regular, and the method is not conforming 
with the continuous setting of an elliptic problem. Therefore, the energy corresponding to such a piecewise constant 
function is obtained, using an approximate gradient expression since there is no gradient function for a piecewise 
constant function.

For this purpose, values at the isobarycenter of the faces of the mesh are defined by a linear, second-order inter-
polation of three or four values at the center of the cells; such a definition is simply obtained by expressing the iso-
barycenter of the face as a barycentric combination of three or four centers of neighboring cells. Then, mimicking 
the Stokes formula, a piecewise constant vectorial expression is given for an approximate gradient in each cell. This 
expression depends on the interpolation value at all the faces of the cell (and therefore, through the barycentric in-
terpolations, on the values at the center of a small number of neighboring cells), and on the value at the center of the 
cell itself. Note that this expression is exact in the case of the interpolation of affine fields. Finally, this expression is 
stabilized by a bilinear form which vanishes on affine fields (this is needed to avoid the appearance of checkerboard 
spurious modes).  The resulting linear system shows, for each line corresponding to one degree of freedom, a non-
zero off-diagonal entry at the column of any neighbor of a neighbor.

The scheme was originally developed for 2‑D surface polyhedral meshes but was slightly modified to work on 
3‑D surfaces instead. The modified method has not been verified for accuracy on a real 3‑D surface, but that was not 
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Figure 3.	
 Solution contours generated by the original elliptic solver algorithm on two similar meshes but with slightly 
different structures.



necessary. The elliptic solver is simply an interpolation 
scheme and therefore does not attempt to solve the dif-
fusion equation with high accuracy.

B. Mesh Independence
The isotropic SUSHI solver was tested on the bi-

ased mesh in Figure 3 and the results shown in Fig-
ure 4. Note the solution is excellent with near circular 
contours. For this simple 2‑D case, the solver clearly 
exhibited improved grid independence.

Of course, the ultimate goal is to solve the diffu-
sion equation on actual aircraft surface geometries. To 
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Figure 7. Mesh 1 used for Onera M6 test case.
 

Figure 8. Mesh 2 used for Onera M6 test case.

Figure 5. Euler flow pressure contours on the Onera M6 
wing.

Figure 6. Initial pressures  and strip boundary conditions 
on Onera M6 for elliptic solver testing.

    
Figure 4. Solution on biased mesh using SUSHI solver.



provide a more appropriate test case, an Euler solution was generated on the Onera M6 wing at transonic conditions. 
The actual details of the solution are not important, only the resulting pressure contours shown in Figure 5. The 
pressure was then fixed in cells at constant spanwise locations and the pressure zeroed out everywhere else. This 
initial condition, shown in Figure 6, is an appropriate test case; the desired use-case is similar with strips of 
boundary-layer solutions. A good elliptic solver would compute the same solution for any mesh structure. To test the 
grid independence of the isotropic SUSHI solver,  two different meshes were generated on the Onera M6 wing and 
are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The second mesh has fewer cells in the streamwise direction than the first mesh, but 
more cells in the spanwise direction. For comparison, the original elliptic solver (without implicit compression) was 
applied to both meshes with the results shown in Figures 9 and 10. Notice the huge difference in the two solutions 
demonstrating again how dependent the method is on the mesh.  On the other hand, the results from the SUSHI 
solver, shown in Figures 11 and 12, are nearly indistinguishable except for better resolution of the contours on the 
second mesh. These results reaffirm that the SUSHI elliptic solver exhibits improved mesh independence.
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Figure 11. Results on Mesh 1 with the isotropic SUSHI 
elliptic solver.

Figure 12. Results on Mesh 2 with the isotropic SUSHI 
elliptic solver.

Figure  9. Results on Mesh 1 with the original elliptic 
solver.

Figure  10. Results  on Mesh 2 with the original elliptic 
solver.



C. Exploiting Anisotropic Diffusion
The second major improvement to the method is to limit diffusion in unwanted directions. On wings, for exam-

ple, it is preferred to interpolate between boundary-layer strips parallel to the span, but without smearing the interpo-
lated solution in the chordwise direction. The original OSPI solver used implicit compression normal to the X-axis 
(which is usually nearly parallel to the freestream direction) to effectively increase the diffusion rate in the spanwise 
direction.  This simple trick only works well for low-sweep wings. But even if it were somehow generalized to fol-
low wing sweep, it would still be limited by assumptions of aerodynamic behavior on certain geometries. For exam-
ple, a method that depended on simple sweep theory to improve the interpolation on this example would not work 
well on low aspect ratio wings, delta wings, or any other geometry such as engine pylons or nacelles. As it is unde-
sirable to introduce any geometry-based assumptions into the Cart3D-IBL solver, a different approach is taken.

The premise of the second advancement in the new solver is that in actual viscous flow over a body,  the bound-
ary layer thickness distribution most closely follows the pressure distribution as opposed to being geometrically bi-
ased. For instance, the boundary layer grows dramatically at a strong shock wave, and this rapid growth should 
propagate along the shock in between boundary layer strips. In other words,  a better way to interpolate the boundary 
layer thickness between solution strips is to interpolate along the isobars so that sharp features in the boundary layer 
will be preserved. Assuming this premise for the example with initial conditions in Figure 6,  the ideal elliptic solver 
would produce results more like the original contours in Figure 5.  To accomplish this, the solver should diffuse the 
solution between strips anisotropically, with the local direction of maximum diffusion parallel to the isobars. Of 
course, in the context of the IBL solver, the isobars themselves are already available on the entire surface from the 
inviscid solver, so this information can be used to better propagate the boundary layer between solution strips. 

This is the primary reason the SUSHI solver algorithm was selected for the isotropic solver above. The algo-
rithm is also capable of solving the anisotropic diffusion equation,  even with high-low diffusion rates of greater than 
10000 to 1. Initially, this anisotropic diffusion algorithm was first tested on a much simpler 2‑D problem. Consider 
the biased green mesh from Figure 3, but instead of a point source in the center, the left and right sides are fixed 
with a step function.  The step function is offset on either side as is shown in Figure 13. Solving the isotropic diffu-
sion equation gives the results in Figure 14.  This is an isotropic smearing between the sharp step functions fixed on 
either side of the domain. On the other hand, if the conductivity rate were 100 times higher in the direction of the 
line connecting the two steps than in the normal direction, we obtain the results in Figure 15. This is the desired re-
sult for the anisotropic elliptic solver, with boundary layer thickness propagating mostly along isobars. Testing this 
anisotropic solver again on the same Onera M6 wing meshes gives the results in Figures 16 and 17. These contours 
are practically identical not only to themselves but also to the original contours in Figure 5. Remembering that the 
boundary conditions applied to the elliptic solver only include seven strips of pressure data, it is a very remarkable 
result that the anisotropic SUSHI solver managed to essentially recreate the entire surface pressure distribution on 
the wing.

After these successful tests, the solver was implemented into the Cart3D-IBL solver as an alternative method for 
propagating the transpiration flux over the 3‑D surface based on fixed 2‑D boundary-layer solution strips. The algo-
rithm generates a very large and very sparse matrix that is usually poorly conditioned due to the typically-used high 
ratios of conductivity. To solve the matrix successfully and robustly, a preconditioner is necessary. Also, to solve the 
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Figure   14. Results from the 
isotropic finite volume solver on 
the offset step function test 
problem.

Figure   15. Results from the 
anisotropic finite volume solver 
with 100:1 conductivity (parallel 
to the step line) on the offset step 
function test problem.

Figure  13. Initial (green = middle 
value) and boundary (blue = low, 
orange = high) conditions for the 
offset step function test problem.



matrix very quickly, an iterative sparse solver is employed.  Some of the best sparse matrix solvers and precondition-
ers that are freely available are the PETSc17 routines developed at the Argonne National Laboratory. The solvers are 
very efficient and easy to implement, and they are currently used in the Cart3D-IBL solver.

III. Applications
The original and improved elliptic solvers in Cart3D-IBL were validated for two cases. The first case is the 

simple Onera M6 wing in transonic flow which exhibits the classic double shock pattern. The second case is more 
challenging since it involves a wing/fuselage model of the DC-9 commercial transport. For both cases, the results 
are compared to Navier-Stokes solutions. The Onera M6 solutions are also compared to experimental data.

A. Onera M6 Wing
The Onera M6 wing is a commonly used transonic CFD valida-

tion case because of the simplicity of the geometry, the complex 
shock pattern, and the available experimental data. This case was 
also used to validate the Cart3D-IBL solver as is detailed in refer-
ence [12].  The results show excellent agreement with experimental 
data. For those results, the boundary-layer solution strips were 
placed exactly where the experimental data existed to partially iso-
late the elliptic solver influence from the solution. Therefore, to 
validate and demonstrate the elliptic solver itself, this same case was 
repeated but with fewer strips that are located a significant distance 
from where the experimental data exists. This case is illustrated in 
Figure 18 where only three strips are used over the entire span, and 
most of these solution strips are relatively far from where experi-
mental data exists. This case was designed to tax and consequently 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the elliptic solvers.

Four cases were completed with this strip solution pattern. The 
first two cases employed the OSPI solver with implicit compression 
normal to the X-axis.  For this geometry where the sweep of the wing 
is relatively low, the implicit geometric compression is somewhat 
effective as was found in reference [14],  particularly if the surface 
mesh were biased appropriately.  For each of these two cases, a dif-
ferent surface triangulation was used, both of which are shown in 
Figure 19. The red mesh was coarser in the spanwise direction and 
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Figure 18.	
 Location of boundary layer strips 
(red lines) and pressure ports  (black dots) on 
the Onera M6 wing validation case.

Figure 16. Results from the anisotropic, pressure-driven 
conductivity, SUSHI method using Mesh 1.

Figure  17. Results from the anisotropic, pressure-driven 
conductivity, SUSHI method using Mesh 2.



was biased on the upper surface so that many edges are nearly parallel to the line going through the leading edge of 
the root section and the trailing edge of the tip section. The green mesh is finer in the spanwise direction and has a 
more orthogonal structure in the region of interest. The other two cases were run with the mesh-independent, 
pressure-driven, anisotropic SUSHI solver on the two different meshes.

The integrated forces computed from these four cases are listed in Table 1,  along with computed forces from the 
Navier-Stokes solver, CFL3D18, with 
the Spalart-Allmaras19 turbulence 
model. The Reynolds-averaged 
N a v i e r - S t o k e s s o l u t i o n w a s 
generated on a relatively fine mesh. 
When compared to the CFL3D solu-
tion,  the lift is accurately computed 
by all of the Cart3D‑IBL solutions. 
However, the anisotropic solutions 
match the CFL3D prediction slightly 
better on average than the OSPI so-
lutions. As hoped, the lift forces 
computed by the anisotropic solver 
on both meshes are nearly identical, 
while the OSPI solutions vary 
slightly. The same is true for the 
total drag predictions, except that 
the total drag predicted by the origi-
nal solver on the two different trian-
gulations differs by over four counts. 
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Figure 20.	
 Transpiration flux distribution on coarser, more biased surface 
triangulation (red mesh from Figure 19) from converged Cart3D-IBL solutions 
with the OSPI and new anisotropic SUSHI solvers. The three white lines are 
where the 2-D boundary layer strip solutions are placed.

Solver CL CD, total CD,pressure CD,viscous

CFL3D (Spalart-Allmaras) 0.2754 0.01914 0.01348 0.00567

Cart3D-IBL, OSPI, orthogonal surface mesh 0.2769 0.01918 0.01446 0.00472

Cart3D-IBL, OSPI, biased surface mesh 0.2775 0.01961 0.01405 0.00556

Cart3D-IBL, anisotropic SUSHI, orthogonal surface mesh 0.2743 0.01926 0.01356 0.00570

Cart3D-IBL, anisotropic SUSHI, biased surface mesh 0.2740 0.01920 0.01351 0.00569

Table 1. Computed forces on the Onera M6 wing analyzed at M∞ = 0.8395, α = 3.06°, and ReMAC = 11.72 million.

                   
Figure 19.  Closeup of the surface triangulations used with Cart3D-IBL solver.



Comparing the pressure and viscous 
drag components of the five solu-
tions presents a somewhat different 
story, however. The anisotropic 
solver predictions for both pressure 
and viscous drag also are nearly 
identical to each other and to the 
CFL3D results. But the OSPI drag 
component predictions vary not only 
significantly from each other, but 
also vary greatly from the CFL3D 
solution. The OSPI solutions over-
predict pressure drag by about 6 and 
10 counts while the viscous drag is 
underpredicted by about 1 and 9 
counts. The source of these discrep-
ancies are revealed by further 
analysis of the solutions.

The resulting transpiration flux 
distributions in the converged solu-
tions with the biased (red) surface 
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Figure 22.	
 Chordwise pressure distributions on the Onera M6 wing at M∞ = 0.8395, α = 3.06°, and ReMAC = 11.72 million. 
Experimental data, a CFL3D Navier-Stokes solution, and Cart3D-IBL solutions using the OSPI elliptic solver on 
different surface triangulations.

Figure 21.	
 Transpiration flux distribution on finer, more orthogonal  surface 
triangulation (green mesh from Figure   19) from converged Cart3D-IBL 
solutions  with the OSPI and new anisotropic SUSHI solvers. The three white 
lines are where the 2-D boundary layer strip solutions are placed.



triangulation are shown in Figure 20. The grid bias and implicit compression has allowed the original solver to per-
form adequately but still produce isolated regions of high transpiration with much more smearing away from the 
boundary layer solution strips. On the other hand, the anisotropic SUSHI solver has achieved a much more realistic 
transpiration distribution. Note the shock structure is preserved in the transpiration, even in the region where the two 
shocks merge, despite the fact that the boundary layer solution strips are relatively far away. Qualitatively,  this solu-
tion appears to be superior.

Figure 21 gives the results on the more orthogonal surface mesh with both elliptic solvers. Note that the results 
from the anisotropic solver on both surface triangulations are both qualitatively superior to the OSPI solver solu-
tions. They also are very similar, demonstrating the ability of the solver to be mostly independent of the surface 
mesh itself. Comparing the OSPI solutions on both meshes reveals why the biased mesh produced a better solution. 
The trailing edge region on the biased triangulation looks similar for both elliptic solvers. The geometric stretching 
and the grid bias have combined to produce a transpiration distribution along the trailing edge that is closer to the 
correct solution, assuming the anisotropic solution is indeed very close to the correct solution.

Of course neither solver is worth very much if the final solution produces poor results. Figure 22 gives a com-
parison of the solutions using the OSPI solver as compared to wind tunnel data and a Navier-Stokes solution. Notice 
that even though the surface transpiration flux distribution is quite different on each surface triangulation, the pres-
sure distributions away from the boundary layer solution strips are nearly the same, with only subtle differences in 
shock location. This is because both solutions achieved the correct lift and therefore the correct shock location. But 
even the subtle differences in shock location could be a source for the discrepancy in computed pressure drag. Fig-
ure 23 compares the OSPI solver results with the anisotropic solver results on the more orthogonal mesh, which also 
compare favorably. The shocks appear to be slightly weaker in the anisotropic solution which may be the source of 
the lower (and more correct) pressure drag prediction.
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Figure 23.	
 Chordwise pressure distributions on the Onera M6 wing at M∞ = 0.8395, α = 3.06°, and ReMAC = 11.72 million. 
Experimental data, a CFL3D Navier-Stokes solution, and Cart3D-IBL solutions using the OSPI elliptic solver and 
anisotropic SUSHI solver on the more orthogonal surface triangulation.



Note that in these section pressure distribution 
comparisons,  the pressure overshoot immediately aft of 
the shocks in the Cart3D-IBL solution is a result of 
using so few boundary-layer strips in order to test the 
limits of the elliptic solver. Reference [12] shows re-
sults with a more reasonable number of strips and better 
agreement with Navier-Stokes.

Comparing the computed skin friction distributions 
reveals greater discrepancies between the solvers, how-
ever. Figure 24 shows the skin friction distribution on 
the upper surface of the wing as computed by Cart3D-
IBL with the two elliptic solvers and by the CFL3D 
Navier-Stokes solver. The OSPI solver clearly does a 
poor job overall of computing the skin friction distribu-
tion.  Conversely, the anisotropic solver has done an 
excellent job when compared to the CFL3D solution. 
The OSPI solver was clearly deficient in computing 
local skin friction away from the solution strips, which 
explains the errors in viscous drag revealed in Table 1. 
In this regard, the pressure-driven, anisotropic SUSHI 
solver exhibits a definite improvement over the OSPI 
solver.

B. DC-9 Wing/Fuselage/Fairing
To further showcase the capabilities of the im-

proved elliptic solver, the method was applied to a more 
complex geometry. A model of the DC-9 aircraft20 was 
generated which included only the wing, fuselage, and 
wing/body fairing. As detailed in reference [12],  the 
fairing is necessary to prevent flow separation at the 
wing-fuselage junction near the trailing edge. 
Cart3D‑IBL was shown to compare very favorably with 
an OVERFLOW21 Navier-Stokes solution for this 
model and therefore it is an excellent test case for the 
elliptic solver. For this configuration, only three solu-
tion strips on the wing and four on the fuselage were 
used. These strips are shown in Figure 25, mirrored for 
effect.
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Figure 24.	
 Skin friction distributions from converged Cart3D-IBL solutions with the OSPI (left) and anisotropic SUSHI 
(middle) solvers. The three white lines are where the 2-D boundary layer strip solutions are placed. The right image 
shows results from a CFL3D Navier-Stokes solution.

Figure 25.	
 Location of boundary layer strips (red lines) on 
the DC-9 wing/fuselage/fairing validation case.



This case was run with both the original solver with geometric compression and the new anisotropic SUSHI 
solver. The computed forces from these simulations are compared to an OVERFLOW solution in Table 2. The ani-
sotropic solver clearly generated better results in every column of the table except total drag. The lift is much closer 
which in turn affects the pressure drag. The viscous drag computed with the anisotropic solver is also closer to the 
Navier-Stokes solution than the solution with the OSPI solver.  The under-prediction of the viscous drag by the OSPI 
solver nearly cancels the over-prediction of the pressure drag, reducing the error in total drag, but this is simply for-
tuitous.

The computed pressures by the two Cart3D-IBL solutions are compared to the OVERFLOW solution at four 
spanwise stations in Figure 26. In every plot, the anisotropic solver better positioned the main shock which explains 
the better prediction in lift and pressure drag. This is particularly true in the outboard stations where the shock is 
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Solver CL CD, total CD,pressure CD,viscous

OVERFLOW 0.4248 0.02319 0.01335 0.00983

Cart3D-IBL, OSPI 0.4339 0.02311 0.01450 0.00924

Cart3D-IBL, anisotropic SUSHI 0.4222 0.02281 0.01341 0.00940

Table 2. Computed forces on the DC-9 wing/fuselage/fairing analyzed at M∞ = 0.75, α = 0.5°, and 31,000 feet of altitude.
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Figure 26.	
 Chordwise pressure distributions on the DC-9 wing/fuselage/fairing analyzed at M∞ =  0.75, α =  0.5°, and 
31,000 feet of altitude. An OVERFLOW Navier-Stokes solution and Cart3D-IBL solutions using the OSPI and 
anisotropic SUSHI solvers are compared.



strongest. Unfortunately, the overshoot of pressure right after the shock is not diminished by either solver as was 
accomplished in reference [12] when solution strips were placed exactly where the pressure was sampled. However, 
considering how far away the solution strips are from the stations sampled in Figure 26,  this is not surprising.  As 
more strips are added to the solution, both solvers, and particularly the anisotropic solver, should do a much better 
job of eliminating the pressure overshoot along the entire span of the wing.

A comparison of computed transpiration flux distribution on the Cart3D-IBL solutions is shown in Figure 27. 
The anisotropic transpiration contours follow the shock and the trailing edge remarkably better than the OSPI con-
tours. The errors in Table 2 do not fully reveal how much better the anisotropic solution really is. The skin friction 
distributions shown in Figure 28 reinforce this statement,  especially when compared to the OVERFLOW solution. 
Even the skin friction near the fuselage nose appears better in the anisotropic result than the OSPI result.
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Figure 28.	
 Skin friction distributions on the DC-9 wing/fuselage/fairing from converged Cart3D-IBL solutions with the 
original  (left) and new anisotropic SUSHI (right) solvers. The white lines are where the 2-D boundary layer strip 
solutions  are placed. The skin friction distribution computed from an OVERFLOW solution (right) is  shown for 
comparison.

       
Figure 27.	
 Transpiration flux distributions on the DC-9 wing/fuselage/fairing from 

converged Cart3D-IBL solutions with the original and new anisotropic SUSHI 
solvers. The white lines are where the 2-D boundary layer strip solutions are placed.



IV. Future Work
The results from the anisotropic solver in the cases presented and others run by the authors have been very good 

so far. Certainly more validation cases are necessary for a final verdict on the accuracy of the method. Assuming the 
solver continues to perform well, the next obvious step will be to improve performance. Currently the solver uses 
the PETSc libraries which unfortunately can only be run on multiple processors with MPI22.  While an MPI version 
of Cart3D is available, the most advanced versions of Cart3D use the OpenMP23 directives for parallelization. To 
alleviate this problem, a stand-alone sparse matrix solver specifically tuned for the equations presented by the ani-
sotropic solver will be developed.  OpenMP will be used to ensure compatibility with all versions of Cart3D. Fortu-
nately the PETSc libraries offer many types of sparse matrix solvers which will be thoroughly tested and evaluated 
in terms of performance and robustness. Once the best solver is identified, the stand-alone solver can be imple-
mented and validated. This new solver should yield decreased computation times and keep the Cart3D-IBL code 
lightweight.

One unfortunate property that the current solver exhibits is a difficulty in handling triangulations that include 
very long and thin cells, particularly when near the trailing edge where gradients are normally high. Alas, these 
sliver triangles are very common and even sometimes preferred in Cart3D surface geometries. Methods to address 
this problem will be investigated. Perhaps the most promising solution is to eliminate the surface triangulation from 
the problem entirely and use the volume mesh cut-cells (the cells which include the embedded boundary condition) 
as the basis for the elliptic solver. This concept has many attractive properties. First, eliminating the surface triangu-
lation from the problem eliminates yet another interpolation between the surface mesh and the cut-cells which can 
introduce error into the entire solution process. It also guarantees a quality and perhaps orthogonal mesh since all of 
the cells are built from some slice of a cube or even the cube itself. Using the cut-cells also reduces the influence of 
the surface triangulation on the solution. The structure of the triangulation cannot affect the elliptic solver at all ex-
cept with respect to the surface that is being modeled. This eliminates a great deal of extra preprocessing which may 
sometimes be necessary when the user is provided with a poor surface triangulation in the first place.

V. Conclusions
The original elliptic solver in the Cart3D-IBL tool has proven to be adequate for most cases. Given an ample 

number of boundary layer strips and assuming the geometric compression normal to the X-axis is appropriate, the 
solver does produce transpiration flux distributions which have the desired overall effect. But the grid-dependence is 
a major issue. The same geometry with just different triangulations can produce very different results on a local level 
even if the integrated quantities remain similar. For example, if a designer is trying to tailor the pressure distribution 
on a wing to promote natural laminar flow, then that distribution needs to be computed as accurately as possible, no 
matter what surface triangulation is employed. The SUSHI solver practically eliminates the grid-dependence of the 
original solver. The method has proven to be stable on most quality triangulations and has proven to produce supe-
rior results.  Adding pressure-driven anisotropy to the solver is really a bonus; it improves accuracy on a local level 
at very little additional cost. Of course, the solver is used not only to propagate transpiration flux but also to interpo-
late a skin friction distribution so accuracy is clearly vital. Eventually the reduced performance and slight instability 
will be diminished, providing users of Cart3D-IBL with a viable and more accurate alternative.
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